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Abstract
Turbulence is an open and challenging problem for mathematical approaches, phys-
ical modeling and numerical simulations. Numerical solutions contribute signifi-
cantly to the understand of the nature and e↵ects of turbulence. The focus of this
thesis is the development of appropriate numerical methods for the computer sim-
ulation of turbulent flows. Many of the existing approaches to turbulence utilize
analogies from kinetic theory. Degond & Lemou (J. Math. Fluid Mech., 4, 257-
284, 2002) derived a k-✏ type turbulence model completely from kinetic theoretic
framework. In the first part of this thesis, a numerical method is developed for the
computer simulation based on this model. The Boltzmann equation used in the
model has an isotropic, relaxation collision operator. The relaxation time in the
collision operator depends on the microscopic turbulent energy, making it di cult
to construct an e cient numerical scheme. In order to achieve the desired numer-
ical e ciency, an appropriate change of frame is applied. This introduces a sti↵
relaxation source term in the equations and the concept of asymptotic preserving
schemes is then applied to tackle the sti↵ness. Some simple numerical tests are
introduced to validate the new scheme. In the second part of this thesis, alterna-
tive approaches are sought for more e cient numerical techniques. The Lattice
Boltzmann Relaxation Scheme (LBRS) is a novel method developed recently by
Rohan Deshmukh and S.V. Raghuram Rao for simulating compressible flows. Two
di↵erent approaches for the construction of implicit subgrid-scale-like models as
Implicit Large Eddy Simulation (ILES) methods, based on LBRS, are proposed
and are tested for Burgers turbulence, or Burgulence. The test cases are solved
over a largely varying Reynolds number, demonstrating the e ciency of this new
ILES-LBRS approach. In the third part of the thesis, as an approach towards
the extension of ILES-LBRS to incompressible flows, an artificial compressibility
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model of LBRS is proposed. The modified framework, LBRS-ACM is then tested
for standard viscous incompressible flow test cases.
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